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            Big impact, little stickers: Boost mood, focus, sleep & more with our natural wonders

            
            Our customers rate us as Excellent
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WE'RE IN THE NEWS... 
FOR GOOD REASONS. 


                




  







  
    
          
          
                  
“Like Garlic for Vampires: These Stickers Help Repel Mosquitoes. Because every kid loves stickers anyway.”
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“These anti-mosquito stickers were technically developed for kids, but we think they're also perfect for any outdoorsy dads who also happen to be mosquito magnets”
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“The Buzzpatch scent creates a virtual shield by "camouflaging" your kids from mosquitos) Genius!”
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“I will say that I did not get bit at all while wearing the BuzzPatch patch mosquito repellent patches! I have used them a couple times since then and have not been bit, either.”
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“The first thing I noticed when I opened the package were that these smelled seriously amazing. They're citrusy without being overpowering.”
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Natural Patch
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            I am so glad to have found this product/company. I have a newborn son who loves going on walks- which we do in the evening when it is cooler- which is also when the bugs come out. We have not had a single bug bite since we started using these stickers. The fact that it is chemical-free was a huge selling point for me. I highly recommend this product! 
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              Carly Kool 
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            We use your product all the time, not just on our daughter but my husband and I use them too! It’s so nice to be able to use a product that simply sticks on to an item of clothing instead of a cream or spray. Plus my daughter and I are, let’s just say, very appealing to mosquitoes and will consistently get bites. When we are wearing buzz patches I never worry about bites, the most I have ever gotten is one bite!
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              Jacquelyn  
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             They worked! I had a bite on my wrist and used them and it really got rid of the itch, almost immediately. I put them all over my children when they were covered in mosquito bites and they did not scratch at all. Loved knowing that I wasn’t putting chemicals on their gentle skin too.
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            I LOVE ❤️ these stickers. I get bit all the time, even when using spray with deet!  The little patches are like a miracle!  Afternoon before last I had 7 patches on fresh bites!  One was even on my face. They work wonders and keep me from whelping up and continuing to violently itch, as I usually do. 
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                Health and Wellness Patches
              

                NATPAT stands as a beacon of innovation in the realm of health and wellness, offering a unique range of patches and stickers designed to enhance your daily life. Each product is crafted with care, ensuring a natural, effective solution to various everyday challenges.
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                For those seeking tranquility in their hectic lives, NATPAT's calming patches and calming stickers offer a soothing escape. The uv stickers are a must-have for sun lovers, providing a smart way to monitor UV exposure. When congestion hits, the stuffy patch is an excellent ally, helping to alleviate discomfort.
Parents will appreciate the gentle effectiveness of the sleepy patch for kids, ensuring a peaceful night for the little ones. For adults, the sleep patch for adults offers a similar benefit, promoting restful sleep. The itch patch is a quick solution for those annoying itches, while the bug bite patches provide relief from insect bites.
For those needing a concentration boost, the focus patch is a game-changer. If managing appetite is a concern, the appetite suppressant patches are a discreet and effective aid. Allergy sufferers will find solace in the allergy relief stickers, designed to ease symptoms naturally.
NATPAT also offers specialized solutions for mosquito protection. Their mosquito patches for adults and mosquito patches for kids are a safe, chemical-free way to keep mosquitoes at bay. Additionally, the mosquito stickers provide a fun and effective alternative for children.
In essence, NATPAT is more than just a brand; it's a lifestyle choice for those who prioritize health, wellness, and natural solutions in their daily lives.
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                 UV-Detecting Stickers
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          Join The NATPAT Fam

          Get first access to offers & more in our newsletter.

          

        


        Got a question? Contact
          [email protected]
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